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Theoretical perspectives on nonnative interactions and
intrinsic disorder in protein folding and binding
Tao Chen1,2,3, Jianhui Song1,2,3 and Hue Sun Chan1,2,3
The diverse biological functions of intrinsically disordered
proteins (IDPs) have markedly raised our appreciation of
protein conformational versatility, whereas the existence of
energetically favorable yet functional detrimental nonnative
interactions underscores the physical limitations of
evolutionary optimization. Here we survey recent advances in
using biophysical modeling to gain insight into experimentally
observed nonnative behaviors and IDP properties. Simulations
of IDP interactions to date focus mostly on coupled foldingbinding, which follows essentially the same organizing principle
as the local–nonlocal coupling mechanism in cooperative
folding of monomeric globular proteins. By contrast, more
innovative theories of electrostatic and aromatic interactions
are needed for the conceptually novel but less-explored ‘fuzzy’
complexes in which the functionally bound IDPs remain largely
disordered.
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Introduction
Our picture of how proteins function was historically
dominated by the properties of folded globular proteins.
Although a rigid ‘lock-and-key’ mechanism has long been
found to be inadequate, the conformational diversity envisioned by early proponents of more dynamic modes of
interactions was still rather limited. Only recent advances
in experimental methods have led to a much deeper
appreciation of functional protein dynamics [1]. A notable
discovery in this regard is that intrinsically disordered
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 30:32–42

proteins (IDPs) are involved in a wide range of biological
functions [2–4].
In essence, folding and binding entail a discrimination in
favor of native against nonnative interactions. Therefore,
deciphering the energetics that disfavors nonnative interactions — those that are absent in folded proteins or
populated negligibly in IDPs — is a key to the physical
basis of molecular recognition in biology. It is intuitive, as
has been evident since the earliest simulation of folding
[5], that some nonnative interactions can be favorable.
Although nonnative effects are sometimes not manifest
experimentally, one must not lose sight of the necessity
for an explanation for their non-prevalence. Indeed, as
summarized below, it is probably easier to rationalize
nonnative interactions that have been detected experimentally than to understand their general rarity in natural
proteins.

Nonnative interactions in protein folding and
misfolding
The possibility of nonnative effects was suggested as
early as 1971 by Ikai and Tanford, whose analysis of
cytochrome c pointed to an alternate dead-end folding
pathway [6]. But such effects were not much pursued for
many years. Instead, an alternate interpretation was offered for their experimental data [7]. By 1990, Kim and
Baldwin concluded that ‘the initial results indicate that
structures in folding intermediates are nativelike’
[8]. This outlook was largely affirmed by the consistency
[9] and minimal frustration [10] principles in the 1980s,
though both of these theoretical frameworks allow for
nonnative effects: consistency between local and nonlocal
interactions is imperfect [9] and energetic frustration
exists albeit with minimal effects [10]. In the 1990s,
the native-centric view was reinforced by the discovery
of two-state proteins that fold without populated intermediates and the native-interaction-based F-value analysis developed to study these proteins [11].
The native-centric perspective led Gō and coworkers to
develop models that have no favorable nonnative interactions [12]. These ‘Gō models’ are useful for exploring
general folding principles even though they do not address
the physico-chemical properties of a protein’s amino acid
sequence. When more attention was turned to the
latter question in the early 1990s, non-Gō chain models
embodying sequence-dependent physical effects such as
hydrophobicity invariably produced significant nonnative
interactions, suggesting that folding intermediates can in
www.sciencedirect.com
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fact be kinetic traps. However, quite surprisingly, the
nonnative interactions predicted by these presumably
more physical non-Gō models (reviewed in [13]) are much
more prevalent than that observed experimentally in small,
single-domain proteins. This mismatch between experiment and the early non-Gō models prompted a revival of
Gō-like modeling, which has since witnessed many successful applications but has also left the cause for the failure
of intuitively physical potentials to produce proteinlike
cooperative behaviors largely unresolved (reviewed in
[14]).
The physical significance of potential nonnative effects
is often masked by apparent success of native-centric
methods

Besides explicit-chain Gō-like models, some structurebased nonexplicit-chain approaches are also native-centric in essence. One example is thermodynamic modeling
based upon solvent accessible surface area (SASA) that
accounts only for native but not nonnative burials [15,16],
in which the change in free energy or other properties
upon folding is given by the difference between their
values in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) structure and in an
unfolded state assumed to be either uniformly open [15]
or consisting of subglobal folding units that undergo allor-none folding–unfolding transitions [16]. These models
are often successful [15,16] despite their neglect of nonnative effects and preclusion of many a priori possible
conformations. Logically, this success hinges on, and is a
clear reflection of many natural proteins’ highly cooperative folding because the models cannot be successful if
folding is less cooperative and nonnative effects are
prevalent. Unfortunately, empirical success can also lead
to complacency in that the need to address the physical
origin of this remarkable folding cooperativity was often
overlooked [14].
Although prediction by models with and without favorable nonnative interactions can be very different [13], the
two classes of models may produce very similar predictions for certain aspects of folding. A recent comparison of
lattice models suggests that ‘the order in which native
contacts accumulate’ during folding ‘is profoundly insensitive to omission of nonnative interactions’ [17]. An
independent analysis of atomic simulation trajectories
of several natural proteins arrives at a similar conclusion
that nonnative interactions are ‘irrelevant to the mechanism of folding in most cases’ [18]. What the authors
[18] mean here by ‘mechanism’ is quite restrictive,
however. It refers primarily to the kinetic events along
transition paths that go directly from the unfolded to the
folded state. Because the conformational distribution
along transition paths is different from that of the larger
unfolded ensemble [18,19], the authors’ findings do not
negate, nor do those of the lattice study [17], the significant impact nonnative interactions can have on other
aspects of folding such as its overall rate [18,20]. As such,
www.sciencedirect.com

the main message from Refs [17,18] is that there are
probably few obligatory nonnative interactions in folding.
In this respect, these new findings are consistent with
earlier observations that ‘throughway’ folding paths devoid of nonnative contacts are almost always possible,
even when there are ample nonnative interactions in the
unfolded ensemble such that a significant fraction of the
folding trajectories is partitioned into paths with transient
kinetic traps [13,21].
Nonnative interactions in the unfolded, intermediate and
transition states

With improved experimental techniques (reviewed in
[22]), nonnative effects have become more apparent.
For instance, nonnative interactions were detected in
the unfolded states of the N-terminal domain of ribosomal protein L9 (NTL9) [23] and bacterial immunity protein
Im7 [24]. Nonnative interactions were also found recently
in the folding intermediates of an FF domain mutant [25],
ubiquitin [26], an unfolding intermediate of the SH3
domain of PI3 kinase [27], and the folding transition state
of protein L [28].
Nonnative interactions are not necessarily functionally
detrimental. For Im7, they are likely a consequence of
functional constraints [29,30]. Nonnative interactions often slow but some can speed up folding [31]. One example is that nonnative interactions can result in more
efficient folding of knotted proteins [32]. More broadly,
molecular evolution can be facilitated by nonnative conformations if they perform selectable promiscuous functions that differ from a protein’s dominant function(s)
(reviewed in [33]).
Nonnative interactions in atomic and coarse-grained
simulations

Recent success in ab initio folding simulation of small
proteins [34] indicates that current molecular dynamics
forcefields can capture reasonably well the pertinent
physics. Nonetheless, nonnative effects are still significantly overestimated by current forcefields because the
unfolded states they predicted are far more collapsed than
those observed experimentally [35]. Indeed, a recent
comparison between experimental and simulation data on
the NuG2b variant of protein G finds excess nonnative
hydrogen bonding in the simulated conformational ensemble [36], underscoring that improvements of forcefields are needed, especially if they are to capture the high
folding cooperativity of natural proteins.
Much recent progress in understanding nonnative effects
was achieved by using complementary coarse-grained
modeling. These efforts include accounting for the nonnative effects in Im7 [24] in terms of ‘localized frustration’
[29] and a sequential stabilization algorithm for predicting
folding pathways [37]. Consistent with experiments
showing significant nonnative effects in Im7 but not its
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 30:32–42
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Im9 homolog [24], the TerItFix algorithm fails to reach the
native structure of Im7 but is successful in folding Im9
[37].
Nonnative interactions as perturbations in a nativecentric framework

An intuitive approach to model nonnative effects is
treating them as perturbations in native-centric models
[31,38–40,41,42,43] by using a ‘hybrid’ potential
(reviewed in [14,44])

(Figure 2b). Although the GdmCl dependence of native
stability in the alternate molecular transfer free energy
model (Figure 2a) is somewhat weaker (has a smaller
meq) than that observed experimentally [52], the similarity between simulated and experimental chevrons in
Figure 2a is a good indication that the physical information embodied in sidechain transfer free energies can be
harnessed to rationalize experimentally detected nonnative effects.

Theory and simulation of IDPs
ET ¼ EN þ ESD ;

(1)

where the total energy ET is the sum of a Gō-like proteinspecific EN and a sequence-dependent ESD that is transferrable across different proteins. By augmenting EN by
ESD, one posits that nonnative physics cannot be eliminated entirely by evolutionary optimization [31]. Examples of proteins that have been successfully modeled by
this method are provided in Figure 1, wherein the original
predictions are illustrated by new simulation data from
models with more energetic heterogeneity [45] and cooperativity-enhancing features [46,47] such as desolvation
barriers [14,48–50] in the interaction potential.
Hybrid modeling has accounted for the mutational effects
on Fyn SH3 folding [31,42], offering a testable prediction that folding can be speeded up by a nonnative
hydrophobic contact in the transition state between residue positions 3 and 53 [31] (Figure 1a). Nonnative
interactions are seen to lower folding barriers in myristoylated hisactophilin as well [41] (Figure 1b). The
method was also applied to study nonnative electrostatics
in NTL9 (Figure 1c), ribonuclease SA, b-lactalbumin,
egg-white lysozyme [38], and Fyn SH3 [42]. For the
designed protein Top7, which is of considerable recent
theoretical interest [44,51], the method rationalizes its
complex folding kinetics [52,53] in terms of intermediates
transiently trapped by nonnative hydrophobic interactions [39] (Figure 1d).
Nonnative effects and folding intermediates are often
detected experimentally by rollovers in chevron plots of
logarithmic folding/unfolding rates as functions of denaturant concentration [22]. Native stability may serve
as a proxy for denaturant effects in simulated chevron
plots [14,39,47]. A more direct treatment of denaturant
dependence was enabled by a class of coarse-grained
models that employ sidechain and backbone transfer
free energies [54]. By extending the largely nativecentric original model [54], a recent alternate formulation allows nonnative contacts to be promoted by decreasing denaturant [47]. Applied to the Top7 example,
the extended model produces a GdmCl-dependent
chevron that exhibits a severe folding-arm rollover
(Figure 2a) similar to experiment [52], a feature that
cannot be captured by native-centric interactions alone
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 30:32–42

Interest in nonnative effects is part of a recent trend
toward a better appreciation of protein conformational
diversity. This development opens the conceptual possibility that Nature can exploit any protein conformation
for biological function. Perhaps the best illustration of this
notion is functional IDPs and intrinsically disordered
regions (abbreviated collectively here as IDPs). IDPs
perform many critical functions especially in signaling
and regulation [3,4] by making good use of conformational disorder [55–57,58]. Many IDPs undergo large-scale
ordering or folding upon binding their partners [59], but
some IDPs function in fuzzy complexes wherein the
bound IDP is only locally ordered around the binding
site(s) while the rest of the IDP chain remains flexible
[60–63].
IDP studies have benefited from coordinated experimental and computational efforts [64]. Because of the
high cost of explicit-solvent molecular dynamics [65–68],
many IDP simulations employ coarse-grained and/or
implicit-solvent models [69,70]. Multi-scaled techniques combining all-atom and coarse-grained simulations
have also been developed [71,72,73]. Some of the methods are adapted from folding studies: Gō-like and hybrid
models (Eqn 1) are used for coupled folding-binding
[74,75] and nonnative IDP interactions [76]. A coarsegrained transferrable potential for folding was successfully applied to simulate coupled folding-binding
[77]. Techniques for simulating unfolding at super-high
temperatures are adopted for the study of IDP unbinding
as well [67].
An extensive summary of IDP simulation studies is now
available in an excellent recent review [70]. Our emphasis here is complementary. Through a brief (non-exhaustive) sketch of recent progress that includes but also goes
beyond the much-studied coupled folding-binding phenomenon, we will highlight the theoretical challenges
posed by IDP fuzzy complexes and the pertinent new
concepts that should be further explored.
Ampholytic IDP conformational ensembles and their
characterization

IDPs are described by conformational ensembles derived
from experimental data and simulations (Figure 3a).
A public database of IDP ensembles is now in place
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

(a)

([78] and references therein). For fuzzy complexes, an
ensemble is needed not only for unbound but also for
bound IDPs [62,79]. Compared to globular proteins, IDPs
have more proline, glycine, polar and charged residues
and fewer hydrophobic residues. Many IDPs are polyampholytes, that is, polymer chains carrying charges of
both signs [80]. Recent experiments [81,82] and simulations [81,83] on IDP polyampholytes show that their
conformational dimension depends not only on their net
charge [81] but also the charge pattern along the protein
sequence [82,83], whereas heat-induced collapses of
IDP conformations can be rationalized by the solvation
properties of their more hydrophilic residues [84].
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IDPs have preferred conformations and transient intrachain interactions even in their unbound states. IDPs
with more hydrophobic residues tend to be relatively
more ordered [85]. For IDPs in environments with a high
concentration of other macromolecules, molecular crowding is expected to reduce IDP conformational dimension
[86]. However, the modulation of conformational properties by crowding is not uniform along the IDP chain, thus
allowing certain target-binding motifs to be selectively
stabilized [87].
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Hybrid modeling of nonnative interactions. Each hybrid-model
snapshot (left) contains one or more favorable nonnative contacts
between hydrophobic (golden) or positively (blue) and negatively (red)
charged residues. A selection of nonnative contacts are identified by
dashed lines. The free energy profiles (right) in red (hybrid model) and
black (a corresponding Gō-like model) are negative logarithm of
normalized population P(Q) as a function of fractional number of native
contact Q computed near each model’s transition midpoint. The
vertical shades indicate the approximate Q values of the snapshots.
(a) The N53I-L3I double mutant of the Fyn SH3 domain (PDB ID:
1SHF). (b) Myristoylated hisactophilin (PDB ID: 1HCD) with a C14 acyl
chain (green beads) covalently linked to its N-terminus. The Ca Gō-like
formulations in (a) and (b) follow that in Ref [39], whereas the
nonnative energies are the Miyazawa–Jernigan (MJ) energies in
Table 3 of Ref [45]. The snapshots in both (a) and (b) belong to the
transition state. The behaviors seen here are in line with the results of
Zarrine-Afsar et al. [31] and Shental-Bechora et al. [41]. (c) NTL9
(PDB ID: 1CQU). The snapshot is an unfolded conformation with a
nonnative D8-K12 contact that is indirectly stabilized by a cluster of
nonnative hydrophobic contacts. This picture is consistent with
experiment [23] and simulation by Azia and Levy [38]. (d) The
designed protein Top7 (PDB ID: 1QYS). The snapshot shows a
kinetically trapped conformation similar to I2 in Figure 5G of Ref
[39]. The sidechain (SC) models used in (c) and (d) are based on Ref
[47] but with weakened through-bond interactions
ð1Þ
ð3Þ
(Ku = Kch = 5.0 kcal mol1 rad2; Kf ¼ 2Kf ¼ 0:5 kcal mol1) and
www.sciencedirect.com

There is now a rather extensive literature on simulation
studies of coupled folding-binding of IDPs [69,70]
(Figure 3a–d). Several simulations of unbound IDPs show
enhanced preformed structures consistent with their
bound conformations [66,68,88] (Figure 3a). In line with
this trend, experiments show that an increase in the
helical propensity of ACTR accelerates its binding to
NCBD [89], and that the binding affinities of the hub
protein Keap1 to its multiple IDP partners are determined mainly by the population of bound-state-like
structures in the unbound IDP ensembles [88]. However,
bound-state-like structures in the unbound IDP PUMA
are not necessary for its binding to MCL-1 [90].
Recent hybrid models similar to those used for folding
predict that coupled folding-binding of several IDPs
is significantly facilitated by electrostatics [91,92]
(Figure 3c). Nonnative effects are common in all-atom
IDP simulations [65,71]. Across several coarse-grained
[76], implicit-solvent [93], and all-atom [71] simulations,
purely repulsive Ca–SC terms to reduce native biases. The spatial
ranges of favorable native-centric Ca–Ca and SC–SC interactions are
now truncated at distance r ij ¼ 1:2rij0 and 1:6rij0 for (c) and (d),
respectively, to enhance folding cooperativity [46]. In (c), MJ energies
and the form in Refs [31,39] are used for native and nonnative SC–SC
interactions, respectively, whereas the additional interactions between
charges at the tips of SCs are those in Ref [38]. In (d), the Gō-like
black profile is from the SC-GdmCl model [47]. The hybrid model (red
profile) is a SC-[GdmCl]C0=15M formulation [47] that reduces to a SCGō model at a hypothetical C0 = 15 M (see Figure 2).
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 30:32–42
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Figure 2
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Nonnative interactions and chevron rollover. Folding arms of chevron
plots for Top7 (PDB ID: 1QYS, inset) are computed in SC models with
(a) and without (b) strongly favorable nonnative interactions using
Langevin dynamics, where MFPT is mean first passage time of folding
in units of simulation time steps [47]. The folded and unfolded states
are defined, respectively, by Q > 0.85 and Q < 0.18. Here  ln(MFPT)
is determined in the transfer-free-energy SC models in Figure 1d [red
data points, left vertical scale with c1 = 0 in (a) and c2 = 0 in (b) for the
SC-[GdmCl]C0=15M and SC-GdmCl models, respectively] as a function
of denaturant (GdmCl) concentration C (bottom horizontal scales) as
well as in contact-energy-based SC models [blue data points, left
vertical scale with c1 = 3.6 in (a) and c2 = 1.8 in (b)] as a function of
native stability DGf/kBT (free energy of folding in units of Boltzmann
constant kB times absolute temperature T = 298 K; top horizontal
scales). The C-dependent native stability of the SC models is also
provided approximately by the top DGf/kBT scales. Each simulated
 ln(MFPT) is an average over at least 269 trajectories near the
transition midpoint and up to 9000 trajectories for strongly folding
conditions. The sampling uncertainties are at most 0.05 and as small
as 0.0075 for large  ln(MFPT)s. Lines joining simulated data points
are guides for the eye. The contact-energy-based SC models are
constructed by the formulation in Figure 1c except explicit
electrostatic interactions are not considered here. In the SC[GdmCl]C0=15M model in (a), the model [GdmCl] that we identify with
experimental zero denaturant is that at which the model DGf/kBT
matches the experimental Top7 value (22.3) at [GdmCl] = 0
[53]. Accordingly, we re-define this model concentration as C = 0. The
model transition midpoint on this scale is at C  8.0 M [vertical dashed
line in (a)], which is higher than the experimental 6.2 M
[52,53]. Nonetheless, the chevron rollover of this model compares
favorably with the logarithmic folding rates of Scalley-Kim and Baker
[black data points from Figure 4 of [52], rate in s1, right vertical scale
in (a)], which we re-plot here as a function of DGf/kBT (top scale). By
contrast, for the SC-GdmCl model in (b), which is similar to the recent
SC models of Thirumalai and coworkers [54], the midpoint C is more
accurately predicted at 5.5 M [vertical dashed line in (b)]; but this
Gō-like construct fails to capture the experimental chevron rollover.

nonnative interactions are seen to lower the free energy
barrier to coupled folding-binding, reminiscent of similar effects in folding [31,41]. A recent mutation experiment on ACTR binding to NBCD suggests that the
transition state contains weak native contacts but is
otherwise disordered [94]. A multi-scaled simulation
study of NTAIL in MeV (Figure 3d) leads also to a
picture that the majority of the folding is induced after
the initial binding recognition [72].
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 30:32–42

These observations suggest that coupled folding-binding
is mostly folding after binding instead of selection of
sparsely populated conformations [59]. This behavior is
almost identical to the local–nonlocal coupling in cooperative protein folding [14,47]. On the basis of experimental evidence, the local–nonlocal coupling perspective
posits a cooperative interplay between local structural
propensity and favorable nonlocal interactions such that
unfolded segments are largely disordered until nativelike nonlocal contacts are essentially in place (reviewed in
[14]). In this respect, folding may be viewed as a singlechain version of ‘mutually induced folding-binding’ of
separate peptides [77]. Because of their mechanistic
similarity, insights from the study of coupled foldingbinding should advance understanding of cooperative
folding and vice versa.
Polyelectrostatic and polyaromatic interactions in fuzzy
complexes

Coupled folding-binding is not the only mode of IDP
interactions. There is wide variability in IDP bound-state
flexibility [4]. Fuzzy or dynamic complexes are functional
IDP-folded-protein complexes in which the bound IDP
remains largely disordered [60–63]. It is an open question
whether fuzzy complexes of multiple disordered IDPs
exist. Two fuzzy homodimers have been proposed
[95,96], but the case for the cytoplasmic domain of the
T-cell receptor z subunit [95] has recently been called
into question [97].
A well-known fuzzy complex is that between the cyclindependent kinase inhibitor Sic1 (an IDP) with the SCF
ubiquitin ligase (folded) subunit Cdc4 in yeast [62,98]. A
single pocket on Cdc4 can bind to any one of the nine
Cdc4-binding sites on Sic1 if the site is phosphorylated.
The Sic1–Cdc4 complex is a dynamic ensemble of interconverting sub-ensembles of disordered Sic1 bound to
Cdc4 via different phosphorylated sites [62]. Although
only one Sic1 site can engage directly in binding at any
given time, a threshold number of six phosphorylations on
Sic1 is required for functional interaction with Cdc4. This
phosphorylation dependence, which provides ultrasensitive cell-cycle regulation [98], has been rationalized by a
mean-field model of ‘polyelectrostatic’ effect. In this
scenario, binding is favored by multisite electrostatic
attractions between the positively charged Cdc4 binding
pocket and the multiple, negatively charged phosphorylated Sic1 sites even when the sites are not in direct
contact with Cdc4 [60] (Figure 3e).
Multisite interactions are also implicated in oncogenic
transactivation by the Ewing Sarcoma (EWS) activation
domain (EAD). Mutational and in vivo functional experiments indicate that oncogenic activity of EAD relies on
the aromatic but not the hydrophobic nature of its multiple tyrosine residues [99,100]. The precise mechanism of
EAD activity is unknown. Notwithstanding, a wide range
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3
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Examples of recent computational modeling of IDPs. (a) An ensemble of unbound NCBD, the nuclear coactivator binding domain of the
transcriptional coactivator CBP (CREB-binding protein). The bottom-left conformation is similar to that in complex with the activation domain from
the p160 transcriptional coactivator (ACTR; PDB ID: 1KBH). The simulation by Knott and Best [66] suggests that the two NCBD helices that
provide most stabilization for the NCBD/ACTR complex are found to form readily, though transiently, in the unbound state. (b)–(d): Coupled
folding-binding. (b) Binding of a phosphorylated kinase-inducible domain (pKID), an IDP, with the kinase-inducible domain interacting domain (KIX;
PDB ID: 1KDX). Huang and Liu [74] used explicit-chain simulation of this system to assess the fly-casting mechanism [55]. (c) Binding of IDP p53TAD1 with TAZ2 (PDB ID: 2K8F). The simulation by Ganguly et al. [92] shows that electrostatic interactions probably play a significant role in
accelerating the formation of this complex. (d) Binding of the IDP NTAIL within the C-terminal domain of the measles virus (MeV) nucleoprotein to
the X domain of the MeV phosphoprotein (PDB ID: 1T6O). The simulation by Wang et al. [72] suggests that after the initial recognition events, the
induced folding process of the IDP is much less cooperative than the all-or-none docking of two interacting globular proteins. (e) Polyelectrostatic
interactions between residues 1 through 90 of the IDP cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor Sic1 [62] and the SCF ubiquitin ligase subunit Cdc4 as
envisioned by Borg et al. [60] (the molecular surfaces show the WD40 domain of Cdc4, PDB ID: 1NEX). The red spheres mark the negative
charges at the seven phosphorylated sites along the Sic1 IDP chain, whereas the positively charged Sic1-binding pocket of WD40 is indicated by
the blue patch. (f) Hypothetical polycation-p interactions between the aromatic (tyrosine) residues (magenta spheres) in a transactivation domain
of the Ewing Sarcoma oncoprotein family (EAD) and the positively charged (arginine) residues (blue spheres) in the RGG3 sequence in the Ewing
Sarcoma RNA-binding domain. The possibility that these interactions may lead to a fuzzy complex of two IDP chains (right) that remain disordered
was discussed by Song et al. [100] as a mechanism for out-competing disease-causing EAD interactions [100,101].

of experimental EAD data can be rationalized, through
coarse-grained explicit-chain modeling, by assuming
a hypothetical binding partner with positive charges
that can form favorable cation-p contacts with the
www.sciencedirect.com

EAD tyrosines [100]. Such a ‘polycation-p’ perspective
is consistent as well with the auto-suppression of
EAD activity by the EWS RNA-binding domain [101]
(Figure 3f).
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 30:32–42
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Whether polycation-p effects play a role in normal, nononcogenic EAD function is unknown. Nonetheless, in
view of the biomolecular significance of cation-p and
p–p interactions [102], particularly in IDP coupled
folding-binding [103], it is likely that many cases of
functional multisite, polyaromatic and/or polyelectrostatic IDP interactions will be discovered. A recently
noted example is that in the auto-inhibition of Ets-1, a
fuzzy complex between the DNA-binding ETS domain
and the disordered serine-rich region is facilitated
by the aromatic residues and phosphoserines in the
latter [104].
Primacy of explicit-chain simulations in theoretical
protein biophysics

Several functional advantages of IDPs have been proposed through analytical modeling in the absence of
an explicit representation of the protein chain. In
those cases, explicit-chain models should be and
have been used to delineate the physical assumptions
involved.
For instance, it has been suggested via an analytical
model that intrinsic disorder enhances the allosteric coupling between two ligand-binding domains of a protein
provided each domain can bind only when it is folded
[56]. Accordingly, the free energy differences between
the binding-competent and incompetent forms are identified as folding stabilities in the model; but, as noted by
the authors, other interpretations of the free energy
differences are not precluded [56]. Therefore, to address
the degree to which intrinsic disorder is necessary — not
merely sufficient—for strong allosteric coupling, one has
to explore the possibility, using explicit-chain models, of
achieving the same free energy differences with bindingcompetent and incompetent conformations that are both
folded.
Another example is the ‘fly-casting’ mechanism, which
posits that because an unfolded protein has a larger
capture radius, it binds faster than its folded counterpart.
The mechanism was first proposed via an analytical
model that assumes that the translational diffusion processes of folded and unfolded proteins proceed at the
same rate [55]. A subsequent explicit-chain evaluation
confirms that IDPs bind faster than folded proteins, but
not because IDPs have larger capture radii per se since a
larger capture radius implies slower diffusion [74]. Instead, the faster binding of IDPs is due largely to their
conformational flexibility, resulting in less constraint on
the binding kinetics [74,105].
Yet another often-quoted conjecture is that intrinsic disorder enhances binding specificity, even though the notion is
in apparent contradiction with the perceived advantage for
some IDPs to bind multiple partners (reviewed in [57,58]).
A recent comparison between explicit-chain simulation
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 30:32–42

and experimental enthalpy–entropy compensation data
suggests that binding interactions of IDP are more malleable than those of folded proteins and hence IDP binding in
fact has lower specificity [106]. An issue that deserves
further attention, however, is that the experimental folding
entropy contains solvent entropy [49,50] and therefore may
not correspond entirely to the simulated conformational
entropy [106].

Conclusions
Nonnative effects, their selective avoidance, and IDP
interactions are central to biomolecular recognition. By
adding some physics back to structure-based formulations, hybrid models can assess what plausible interactions can reproduce experimental behaviors and
therefore might exist in real proteins. However, while
useful, the approach relies on Gō-like modeling to
achieve folding and therefore should be viewed as an
interim measure. Ultimately, an atomistic account of
nonnative interactions — and lack thereof — is needed.
In this regard, critical comparisons between nonnative
interactions in simulations and experiments will be extremely useful in assessing and improving current atomic
forcefields.
We have also highlighted concepts and simulation methods that apply to both protein folding and IDP interactions. IDP coupled folding-binding is seen as a case of
local–nonlocal coupling, which is also a likely general
mechanism of cooperative folding. Besides behaviors
kindred to folding, some IDPs can form fuzzy, dynamic
yet functional complexes that are probably stabilized
partly by polyelectrostatic and polyaromatic interactions.
Theoretical efforts to understand these new modes of
interactions have barely begun but the potential impact of
these efforts is tremendous. Intriguingly, multisite electrostatic and aromatic interactions of low-complexity IDP
sequences are also a significant driving force for liquid–
liquid phase separation [107] in the formation of hydrogels [108] or protein-dense droplets [109] that lead to
functional membraneless organelles in the cell
[108,107,109]. Insights gained from study of fuzzy complexes are thus likely applicable to this newly recognized
relationship between cellular function and structural organization as well.
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